How To Measure A Chaise Lounge For A New Replacement Sling

1. Identify the sling rail

When measuring the width we ask that measurements be taken at the CENTER OF THE RAIL. We realize there is additional fabric inside the rail and we account for this when making the new sling. Our replacement chair slings can stretch ½”-1” when tightened on the chair frame. Sling fabrics are designed to stretch when installed on the frame.

2. Chaise Back - Measure top & bottom width

Take a measurement about 6 inches down from the top of the chaise back. Most chaise backs have a natural tendency to flare out at the very top but it’s usually not necessary to account for this. Use a soft tape measure and measure from the center of one sling rail across to the opposite. Round your measurement up to the nearest 1/8” inch and record this measurement.

3. Chaise Back - Measure the back length

When measuring the length of the chaise back sling rail simply start your soft tape measure at the very top of the sling rail where the end cap meets the metal frame. Start at the top and measure down to the very end of the sling rail where the end cap meets the metal frame. Be sure to follow the contour of the chaise back when measuring. This completes the measurements for the chaise back.

4. Chaise Bottom - Measure front & back width

Measure the width of the bottom or seat of the chaise lounge. To measure the back of the chaise bottom, place your measuring tape a few inches away from the end of the sling rail near the first set of bolts on the seat of the chaise lounge. For the front width, measure a 6 or 8 inches from the end of the sling rail, near where the bolts attach the rail to the frame. Measure both areas by rounding up to the closest 1/8”and record.

5. Chaise Bottom - Measure length

Place your measuring tape on top of the metal sling rail and measure from end to end. Round up to the closest 1/4”.

DO NOT MEASURE THE OLD SLING!

Each replacement patio furniture replacement sling we produce is custom made to your dimensions. No two chair frames are alike. There is no “industry standard” chair size so measure each chair carefully. Measurements should be taken while the fabric is still installed in the chaise lounge frame and all bolts are tight. DO NOT MEASURE THE OLD SLING! The old sling has stretched over time and is not an accurate measurement. Our slings will not fit if you use measurements from the old sling. You must measure on the frame with fabric installed.
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